Preview: Rock Opera Ballet Version
of Cinderella at Lincoln Performance
Hall
Written By Sabrina Miller
For the Portland Stage Reviews
“A rock opera is a work of rock music
that presents a storyline told over
multiple parts, songs or sections in the
manner of opera. A rock opera differs
from a conventional rock album, which
usually includes songs that are not
unified by a common theme or
narrative. More recent developments
include metal opera and rap opera
(sometimes also called hip-hopera). A
rock opera tells a coherent story, and
may involve songs performed as if
sung by separate characters in a
drama, as in classical opera.”
Imagine a version of Cinderella where
the setting is 1964, the ball is prom,
the dance moves are the Twist and
the Mashed Potato (“It’s the latest/It’s
the greatest”), and Cinderella goes by
“Cindy.” Choreographers Donna
Marisa and Hannah Bontrager have.
The mother-daughter team directs
the Eugene-based contemporary ballet
company Ballet Fantastique, and will
bring their critically acclaimed

Cinderella: A Rock Opera Ballet to
the Lincoln Performance HallSunday,
August 5 at 4 pm. The all-original
production recently sold out its run at
the Hult Center for the Performing
Arts and earned consecutive standing
ovations.
Shelley and Cal James (of the famed
Satin Love Orchestra) join the dancers
live on stage with their Agents of
Unity Band performing the show’s
soundtrack: fourteen hits from the
early 60’s, including “You Don’t Own

Me,” “And Then He Kissed Me,” “Today
I Met the Boy I’m Gonna Marry,” and
“Wild Thing.” Shelley created all-new
arrangements of each of the songs per
the Bontragers’ choreographic needs
and the subtly adapted storyline.
Highlights of the two-act ballet
include: Stepsisters “Dris” and
“Stasia” harass Cindy in “Big Girls
Don’t Cry,” which opens Act I; the
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